Newsletter for the Moor Pool Garden Suburb
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rom the Chair

I’m writing this a couple of days before the
nation reminds itself that it’s been a year since
the first lockdown; a reminder possibly that not
everyone welcomes. I bumped into Andrew the other
day (at a safe distance) and we discussed the excellent
news that there was a strong possibility of the return of
Circle Cinema and the celebration of its inception five
years ago. I suggested to him that an appropriate film
for the restart might be ‘The Day the Earth Stood Still’,
because for me and I suspect many others, the last
twelve months have felt as if it has.
Moor Pool of course has not stood still. The old oak
tree next door still stands. The fox and the badger still
visit and a new arrival on the feeder has been a
nuthatch. The single hyacinth in the front garden is
flowering again for around the thirtieth time: the
blossom from what I’m told is Canadian Cherry will
last for a week or so; the many and various heathers in
other gardens, are bigger and brighter than ever; the
Nettlefold Garden is about to open. Finally, I have to
mention the daffodils at the top of Carless Avenue
which provide such a colourful welcome to this
wonderful Estate.
The work of the Covid 19 Help Team continues to
provide assistance in many forms, to those for whom
restrictions have been particularly difficult. Thanks as
always are due to Ballie and his family and for the part
that they continue to play. A reminder that a call to
Jules via 07970620415 or jcbmoorpool@gmail.com is
all that is necessary to obtain help. Although I’m not a
direct beneficiary of the initiative, my friends and
neighbours continue to provide me with help and
support, for which I shall be eternally grateful. The
same support for others I know, goes on quietly
without fuss, around the Estate.
The Residents Association Committee have of course
not been able to meet as a group but have continued to
respond wherever possible to concerns raised by
residents. A continuing theme over the last year has
been the damage caused to grass verges. I realise that
in saying this, I make myself a hostage to fortune but
things seem to have improved somewhat recently. I’ve
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not seen any skips parked on verges, but damage
continues as a consequence of the encroachment of
vehicles of all sizes. It’s been pointed out to me that in
several places, residents have taken it upon themselves
to ‘tidy up’; something greatly to be encouraged. I
know that I am perhaps taking another risk though
when I pay tribute to the team working on behalf of
Western Power Distribution here in Margaret Grove.
From my observations, this was carried out speedily
and efficiently, with the flowering bulbs protected and
little lasting damage.
Some residents have quite rightly raised concerns
directly with the City Council, and elsewhere in The
Duck, Sarah has provided details of an alternative route
which may be useful. Particular problems that have
been identified, are the state of the paving in Carless
Avenue and the mess created by foxes who have
emerged in recent times regularly to tear open bin bags
from those houses for which wheelie bins are not an
option. I understand that plans are in hand to deal with
the footpaths but discussions about the bin bags
continue. Clearly there is a need somehow to ensure
that the bags cannot be torn open by protecting them
with an outer cover. I had a similar problem some
years ago which was resolved by using a light-weight
plastic bin into which the bag was placed. It means a
double journey up and down the steps but it’s worth it.
I’m told that ‘double bagging’ can also be effective.
(Continued on page 10)
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Forthcoming Events

Publication Dates

All events are subject to prevailing covid restrictions.

Closing Date

Publication Date

Nettlefold Garden reopens

Monday, March 29th

29th May 2021

June 2021

Moorpool in Bloom plant sale

Saturday, May 22nd

24th July 2021

August 2021

Circle Cinema (provisional)

Sunday, July 11th

25th September 2021

October 2021

20th November 2021

December 2021

Please send letters and articles for inclusion to
duck@moorpool.com by the closing date.

Don’t Get in a Flap!
If your Duck does not arrive, gets
eaten by the dog, you want an extra
copy or live off the estate, then the
current issue can be downloaded
from www.duck.moorpool.com.
Past issues are also available from
www.moorpool.com.
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Provisional post-covid relaunch on

Sunday, July 11th
Subject to restrictions
info@circlecinema.co.uk

So where are we now?

www.circlecinema.co.uk

COVID-19 updates from Birmingham City Council, the
latest statistics by ward and what restrictions we are
subject to when this hits your doorstep, can be viewed on
our web site at www.moorpool.com: just follow the
covid-19 link on the front page.

Moor Pool Residents’
Association Subscriptions
If you usually pay your annual subscription by cash at
coffee mornings or similar events, could we encourage
you to switch to payment by standing order? Or if this is
not possible drop the cash through Maureen’s letter box.
The modest sum of £5 per household helps to pay for
the printing of The Duck and also helps to fund the
Easter and Christmas activities.

NEWS & WINE

If you have not done so already, please consider joining.
There’s a form on the last page with details.

Please support your local shop
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James Ernest
Optometry
Harborne’s best kept secret
Exclusive Eye wear from only £79.00
Our Services
Comprehensive eye examination
Contact lens specialist

0121 448 6606

Dry eye clinics

jeoptometry@gmail.com

Evening Appointments

www.jamesernestoptometry.com

Spectacle re-glazing service

26 The Circle,

NHS Patients also welcome

Harborne,

in a ‘no pressure’ environment

Birmingham B17 9DY
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Club & Society News
Moorpool Skittles Club

Circle Cinema

Despite all obstacles the Skittles
Club is still here - we may not be
able to play or meet up socially or
gather for a walk in the park, but our
hopes remain high that at some stage
we will be playing again and we all
look forward to welcoming new members and visitors
to our amazing alley, a real piece of history. One that
our club members enjoy showing off, it may be a bit
low-tech compared to other activities but there is
always a warm welcome, good chat and plenty of
laughs. Sessions are fairly informal and certainly no
pressure to up the skill levels, there is a competition
element but that’s mainly to keep everyone’s interest
and have something to aim for over the playing season.
All our members have missed our club evenings and we
can only keep hoping, keep fingers crossed and trust
that we haven’t lost the knack! Wishing everyone a
happier 2021 and ‘watch this space’ for more
information. Any queries to
keithwinkley61@gmail.com

“There's many a slip 'twixt the
cup and the lip….”

The Royal Family spends £2.5m on energy every year at
ten residences, according to the price comparison site
uSwitch. Buckingham Palace is the most-costly at an
annual £1.1m, followed by Windsor Castle [£393,523] and
Kensington Palace [£260,446].

The Circle Tennis Club
Great News, as off the 29th March
2021 the tennis club we be open
again.
Working within the government
guidelines, normal service will
resume, so book your courts now.
Membership is at an all-time high, social events are
planned, coaching is available, here has never been a
better time to play.
See our website for all the up to-date news,
www.circletennisclub.net. Also if you have any
questions, please contact us at
circletennisclub@gmail.com.
Other Exciting News:
Our very own coach Matt Hillman, recently won the
‘Warwickshire LTA Development Coach of the Year’,
also Dan Hillman was shortlisted for the ‘Volunteer of
the Year’, both fantastic achievements.
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Boris’ roadmap out of covid
hell predicts that we will be
free of all restrictions by June
21st. If this holds true, and there
are lot of potential potholes along the way, then we are
planning to relaunch with our first screening for over a
year on Sunday, July 11th, just before everyone dashes
off for a well-earned summer break, even if it’s a fairly
modest one such as glamping in the local supermarket
car park. And I am reminded that our inaugural launch
was in June 2016, so we will be 5 years old! Huzzah!
We have not yet decided what we will screen. We just
know it won’t be ‘Contagion’. And for those under 30,
a roadmap is like a sat nav. But not as good.
We will keep everyone updated through our web site,
this publication and our mailing list. If you are not
already on our mailing list and would like to be, please
contact us through the link below.
info@circlecinema.co.uk
www.circlecinema.co.uk

Harborne Tenants Snooker Club
Harborne Tenants Snooker Club,
one of Harborne’s best kept
secrets, is opening on the 17th
May 2021, in line with the current
government current guidelines. You won’t know the
place, with its fully refurbished tables, fastest than ever,
an exciting array of events, what’s not to like. What to
play, want to get involved, want to learn more about it.
Please contact either Glyn Davies (0121 4263034) or
Bob Boucher (0121 427 4200).

Moor Pool Reading Group
The Reading Group is unable to meet
at the moments due to covid-19
restrictions.
We hope we will soon be able to
reconvene and anyone interested in
joining The Moor Pool Reading
Group should contact Gillian Morgan at
gillianmorgan@blueyonder.co.uk for more information.

www.moorpool.com
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Club & Society News
Moor Pool Wildlife Group

Circle Cycling Club

The daffodils are out, buds are popping
on the trees, sleet showers are forecast
– spring is definitely here at last! And
many of us have started sowing seeds
for summer flowers and veg. There’s something
magical about those first soft, vulnerable, green shoots
pushing up out of the compost, and knowing that they
can be nurtured to their full, glorious potential.

Well we have a Roadmap
at last, out of this
pandemic!

I’ve been sowing seeds for plants that are good for
pollinators and this year I’m focussing on moths. Night
-flying moths like night-scented flowers such as
Nicotiana alata and night-scented Stocks. In Nettlefold
Garden I’m planting up a ‘moth border’ which also
includes Evening primrose and Sweet rocket. Moths are
an important part of garden ecology: they are
pollinators in their own right (like butterflies and bees);
they are a nourishing food for bats; and moth
caterpillars, most of which live in treetops, are the
staple food of Blue tit chicks! In Nettlefold Garden we
also try to cater for day-flying moths – some Rose bay
willow herb is allowed to grow for Elephant hawk
moths, and also Ragwort which is the caterpillar food
plant of the Cinnabar moth.
Talking of Nettlefold Garden, we’ve left a crescent of
the lawn unmown again this year. Wild flowers are
popping up amongst the tussocky grass and this area is
a great place for beneficial insects to over-winter and
breed. These are the insects that feed on pests such as
greenfly and this in turn means that no pesticides are
needed to keep the garden looking beautiful.
If you are thinking about wildlife in your garden, have
a look at the Wildlife Trusts’ website
www.wildlifetrusts.org.uk/gardening
Happy re-wilding!
Contact: cathyperry22@gmail.com

Although some of you will
have continued cycling on
your own, we will be allowed to continue in our Covid
Safe, maximum of six-in-a-group rides again from 29th
March. Which means we will be back in the saddle
starting weekend Saturday 3rd April, on our 12-14 mile
rides along the cycle routes in and around Birmingham.
We have a selection of loan bikes we can lend you if
you do not have a bike of your own. Our rides are
professionally lead by qualified Cycling instructors and
fully insured.
If you would like to join the Club, please get in touch
for more details, call : Peter on 0776 340 7810

Moorpool Tennis Club Returns!
TENNIS officially springs back on
MONDAY 29TH MARCH! We're
currently working to get our two shale
courts ready. The bleak winter hasn’t
spared our courts, sadly, but we’re busy
relaying fresh red shale and rolling
them ready for play. CLUB
MEMBERS, do look out for updates
and information from our social media and WhatsApp
groups. Thanks to the hard work and commitment of CLUB
VOLUNTEERS – our very own “Terracotta Army" - we
keep our cherished 110-year old club alive! It’s an invaluable
asset within MOOR POOL'S WONDERFUL
HERITAGE.
Within our oasis of tranquillity, outdoor YOGA CLASSES
will resume soon on our lawn, and we’re looking ahead to
plans for COACHING and FITNESS CLASSES. Thinking
of joining us? Email our Membership Secretary John Lewis
at giffordlewis@btinternet.com for details – we have greatly
REDUCED RATES FOR NEW MEMBERS!
CLUB PLANS: To improve facilities for members and
enhance our surroundings through our landscaping project.
We look forward to welcoming you back for tennis and more
in a Covid-safe environment and holding events and
activities for the wider MOOR POOL COMMUNITY
DURING SPRING AND SUMMER 2021! Welcome back,
Tennis! We’ve missed you!
Wishing you all a very HAPPY EASTER!
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Moor Pool Heritage Trust
This is how I started the March/April 2020
Duck piece:

Please do contact either Barbara Nomikos or
me on manager@moorpoolhall.com if you
need further information on any of these
activities.

“I’m writing this looking out of the window
on a beautiful spring day with the garden
coming into full colour. Such are the few
mercies of the present position, and it’s
often said that Moor Pool is at its loveliest
at this time of the year. So do enjoy your
socially distanced daily walks, and perhaps
explore that part of the Estate you don’t
already know.”

Sitting in the Moor Pool office, it’s always
rather uplifting to hear the sound of these
classes in the Upper Hall.
We look forward to the mid May
recommencement of the adult exercise and
other classes and activities at the Hall. Let’s
hope they can all re-start.

So, 12 months on it seems not much has
changed………however, we hope and trust that there
will be a few sparks or relief coming along.
Nettlefold Garden
The Nettlefold Garden will re-open on 29th March.
Thank you to the fantastic group of volunteers who do
so much to maintain the garden and to develop it. It is
such a valued breath of fresh air on Moor Pool.
Do please observe the ongoing regulations such as
around the ‘rule of 6’ etc when using the garden.
Outdoor Clubs
It has been great to read of the various outdoor clubs’
plans on reopening. Lucky Moor Pool Fishing Club in
being allowed to continue throughout, and shortly we
will be able to see and hear the noise of ball on racquet
at the two tennis clubs and the bowlers on the green.
Moor Pool Hall
Moor Pool Hall can re-open from April 12th for
children’s based organised activities, subject to the final
government say-so the week before. Our Covid
policies and procedures are now well practiced so we
will be able to re-open quickly. We are really pleased
to welcome back:
 Baby Glowbugs – Thursday mornings
 Bilinguasing – Monday and Tuesday mornings
 One Day Theatre – Monday and Thursday late

afternoons

Washroom and Disabled Ramp project
After understandable Covid delays, we have pretty
much agreed the planning consent and conditions with
the Council. Now onto Building Regulations, full cost
estimates and fund raising.
Events
Our fundraising group will shortly meet to attempt to
map out potential events and fundraising for the rest of
the year. We will be very mindful of ongoing
restrictions around social distancing etc. It would be
nice to get our quizzes going again and to put the Moor
Pool Festival on in some form. More to follow.
The Trust’s AGM is provisionally set for 26th
September. With the ongoing Covid situation,
opportunities to chat and raise issues with the Trust and
Trustees are not easy. But we are still very much here
working hard to keep this beautiful area as the founders
over 100 years ago envisaged it. So, if you have
anything to discuss please do get in touch; through our
website www.moorpoolheritagetrust.org.uk or with
any of us, email, or phone.
Thank you for the support you provide to the Trust and
please continue to stay safe and well,
Simon Stirling
Chair
simon56.stirling@gmail.com
07757 790539

 Mezzo Dance Company – Friday late afternoons

and early evenings
 Rhythm Time – Friday afternoons

We are additionally delighted to welcome the following
new customers:
 Temple Martial Arts – Tuesday and Thursday

tea-times (Lower Hall)
 Diamond Learning Tuition – 12th April and then

Sunday mornings (Lower Hall)
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Are you a member of the
Moor Pool Heritage Trust?
It costs nothing and will give you a chance to contribute to
the running of the estate. If you have lived on the estate for
over three years you can download further details and a
joining form from:
http://www.moorpoolheritagetrust.co.uk/images/
MPHT_individual_application_for_membership_2017.pdf
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Did You Know?
BRITAIN SECOND BEST on emissions. Britain has the
second best record in the world for cutting carbon
emissions, but reductions globally must decrease
tenfold to meet the Paris treaty’s targets, a new study
has found. Carbon dioxide emissions in the UK
declined by an average of 3.6% a year between 2016
and 2019. Only Ukraine had a faster rate of decline,
down 4% a year, according to the research led by the
University of East Anglia and Stanford University.
THE BILL for deep-cleaning the White House after
President Donald Trump vacated, and before President
Joe Biden moved into 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, was
$500,000.
DINOSAUR KILLER. The case of what killed the
dinosaurs has finally been closed. Scientists now have
evidence definitively linking their extinction to an
asteroid seven miles wide that hurtled into the Earth
about 66 million years ago.
A SINGLE COKE can would be big enough to contain
all of the COVID-19-causing virus currently circulating
in the world. Bath University maths expert Kit Yates
worked out there are around two quintillion - or two
billion billion - SARS-CoV-2 virus particles in the
world at any one time. His work exposes just how
much devastation is caused by miniscule viral particles.
BATS. Britain's most common species of bat appears to
have a fatal attraction for wind farms. Researchers
found that bat activity was nearly 40 per cent higher in
areas with wind turbines, compared with very similar
"control" locations near by.

Company
Our aim is to be as green as your garden
All aspects of garden maintenance/tree
surgery/landscaping/fencing/hedge
trimming/mowing/weeding/rotovating
ponds. All waste fully recycled.
Call Simon for a free quotation
07928 677594
or e-mail
greengardeningcompany193@gmail.com
Discounted service available.
Enhanced CRB available
for your peace of mind.
The Moor Pool Duck 7

FRANCE could lose €60m every year post-Brexit from
being unable to fine British motorists for driving
offences caught on camera. Britons received fines
444,000 times last year. Belgians got 295,899,
Spaniards 262,012 and Germans 249,291.
NICE WORK IF YOU CAN GET IT. Peers in the House of
Lords can claim £305 a day for travel if they sign in on
arrival, although no record is kept of when they depart.
Last year, 88 peers (around one in nine) didn’t speak,
hold any government post or sit on any committee; and
46 didn’t register a single vote. One non-voter claimed
£25,000 while another peer voted just once and
claimed £41,000. Two peers claimed more than
£70,000. The median claim was £30,180; 116 claimed
nothing at all. The biggest claim was from former
Labour minister Jack Cunningham, Baron Cunningham
of Felling, for £75,122, of which £23,108 was for air
travel.
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Nettlefold Notes
Nettlefold Garden re-opened on 29th March. We are
sorry people have missed the snowdrops but in the
woodland area there are primroses, oxlips, cowslips
and soon there will be (English) bluebells. Round the
lawn there are daffodils soon to be followed by tulips
and other summer flowers.
But we must not be too relaxed! Please follow the
guidelines and keep to regulation distancing. We have
been advised that 30 people at any one time is the
maximum for our space.
If you arrive and the garden is 'full' please come back
later, protect yourself, your bubble, other children and
everyone else . Covid is still lurking.
 26th Jan. Early afternoon. Snow still thick. Four

cormorants fly over in V formation.
 20th Feb - 2 Canada geese on the Pool.
 27th Feb - 3 buzzards circling in the blue.
 11th March Garden pond (6ft long) boiling with

frogs – at least 20.
Follow Nettlefold Gardens on Facebook and Twitter
for more updates: @NettlefoldGdn
www.moorpooltrust.com
_________________

Covid: Thanks to the unsung heroes:
Some doctors' practices in the Harborne area were well
ahead of the game with regard to vaccination. Their
joint roll-out Centre opened in Lordswood Road two/
three weeks before Christmas and at least some of the
over-80's got their second jab (after three weeks)
before the government stepped in to change it to twelve
weeks!
In the UK in 2020 electricity from renewables
outpaced gas and coal power – and it is likely to stay
that way. (Coal plants provided 2% of the total output.)
The UK is also on course to phase out the use of
natural gas by 2035.
The National Grid reported that the 'carbon density' of
GB's power system fell to 181g of carbon dioxide per
KwHr (down from 248g in 2018).
- The Guardian 28/1/21
Storm Bella (27th Dec 2020) had a bright side: it
generated the highest ever UK wind energy output in a
single day(!)
When did you last delete your redundant emails??? It
has been calculated that they consume as much
electricity in 'maintenance' as Ecuador's entire
national consumption.

Good news. The latest addition to the area are ravens:
Largest of the corvids these black birds are a bit
difficult to distinguish from other crows and rooks
when flying fairly high - the main identifier is that they
fly slowly, generally singly and every now and then at
regular intervals let out a 'quark! They also have a
diamond-pointed tail rather than splayed.

Other ways to save computer energy: don't archive
photos and other material in the cloud (use a stick.) If
you download music don't download the visuals –
which consume up to ten times as much power as
sound.
Source: BBC World Service Documentary: The
Climate Question 7/2/21

Bad news. A quarter of all bee species world-wide
have not been recorded in surveys in the last 30 years.
A quarter fewer species were recorded between 2006 15 compared with records from before 1990. Species
may not be extinct but are now so rare as not to be
picked up in surveys despite the intensity of recording
having increased 55% since 2000.
- New Scientist 30/1/21

And: Bitcoins are now using as much electricity as
Argentina (most of it from fossil fuels).
Source: BBC.

Sudoku Solutions

Answers to April 2021 Crossword

Across: 1) Chill, 4) Turns, 10) Coronet, 11)Timid, 12) There, 13) Abridge, 15) Role, 17) Wrong, 19) Epoch, 22) Rife, 25) Hundred, 27) Lithe, 29)
Shown, 30) Ancient, 31) Under, 32) Unite
Down: 2) Horse, 3) Lantern, 5) Utter, 6) Nomadic, 7) Acute, 8) Steal, 9) Adder, 14) Beef, 16) Ogre, 18) Run down, 20) Pelican, 21) Chest, 23) Ideal,
24) Petty, 26) Range, 28) Theft

The cost of the Moor Pool Duck is supported by our advertisers. If you use their services, please mention us.
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Forgotten English
Green gown
To give a lass a green gown: to throw her down upon the
grass so that the gown is stained.
Walter Skeat’s Glossary of Tudor and Stuart Words 1914
To have one’s greens: To have sexual intercourse.
Barriere & Leyland’s Dictionary of Slang, Jargon and Cant
1889
A modern theory suggests that the musically talented Henry
VIII may have written the popular ballad Greensleeves. The
term green-sleeves, which the Oxford English Dictionary
defines as “an inconstant lady-love” appears to have been
mockingly applies to a woman who figuratively donned a
green gown. Robert Nares concurs, stating “the character of
Lady Greensleeves, I fear, is rather suspicious, for green was
a colour long assumed by loose woman.”

Clack-dish
The beggars, two of three centuries ago used to proclaim
their want by a wooden dish with a moveable cover, which
they clacked to shew that their vessel was empty.
W.C.Hazlitt’s Faiths and Folklore of the British Isles 1870

Witch-pricker
A witch-finder who discovered witches by pricking them fro
the ‘witch mark’, a mark supposed to exist on the body of a
witch.
Alexander Warrack’s Scots Dialect Dictionary 1911

Kipsters Homemade
Biscuits
Just for Dogs

Kipsters Homemade Biscuits is a family run business which began
when our French Bulldog puppy Costa came into our lives. We
then began to look at food, ingredients and treats that
would provide him with the best nutrients and goodness to allow
him to continue with his busy life as a puppy. As a keen baker I
decided to bake him some biscuits that contained no additives
or preservatives and from that day forward Kipsters was born.

Order online at: www.kipsters.co.uk

Witch Sabbath Evening
In Scotland, witches have long gathered for their annual
convention on the first Friday in April.

Gludder
The sound of a body falling among mire
John Jamieson’s Etymological Dictionary of the Scottish
Language 1808

Heaving Monday
On the day after Easter Sunday, men were once permitted to
physically lift women, either in a chair specially adorned for
the occasion or in their arms. On Tuesday, the women were
given the chance to avenge the treatment in a similar way,
George Long’s 1930 Folklore Calendar mentions that even
members of royalty were not exempt: “There is a record of
one king ‘Edward Longshanks’ having suffered the same
indignity, being lifted from his bed on Easter Monday
morning by a party of lively maids of honour.”

Hocus pocus
Said to be the vulgar pronunciation of hoc set corpus meun,
‘this is my body’ the Latin words pronounced over the
wafers by a priest of the Catholic Church in order to effect
their transubstantiation; the mumbling way in which the
words were often pronounced appearing to the vulgar as
hocus-pocus. The phrase arose during the Reformation
excitement, which may account for its being used in the
degrading sense of ‘gibberish of the juggler.’
Rev James Stormonth’s Dictionary of the English Language
1884
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From the Chair
(Continued from page 1)

For those experiencing difficulty in putting their bins
outside, application for assistance can be made to the
City Council.
Consideration of the fox problem led to further
discussion about litter in general and one of our number
has stepped forward and volunteered to do some regular
litter picking. This follows the initiative set by Cathy
and Martin from Margaret Grove who have been doing
a ’40 miles in March’ challenge to raise money for St
Mary’s Hospice, combining this with some litter
picking. If anyone else would like to get involved,
please let me know and I will pass on details to our
volunteer. I can be contacted for this and any other
residents’ concerns on 0121 426 2134 or via
johnwhealey@blueyonder.co.uk.
Almost finally, a reminder that a number of annual
subscriptions remain outstanding from Members who
have regularly paid in cash. Anyone wishing to pay by
this method should contact me and I’ll pass on the
details so that arrangements can be made. Subscriptions
of course help to pay for the printing of The Duck and
in normal times, other activities provided by the
Association.
And finally, thanks to Dominic Benson on The Circle
for his jokes board which has brought a much needed
smile to many a face in recent times.

Supporting the Trust:
Fund Raising through on-line shopping

easyfundraising
Please remember to use easyfundraising every time
you shop online! Over 4,000 shops and sites will
donate, so you can raise FREE donations for us no
matter what you’re buying. These donations really
help us out, so please sign up if you haven’t yet. It’s
easy and FREE! You can get started at https://
www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/
moorpoolheritagetrust/?utm_campaign=raisemore&utm_content=en-n2

Amazon
You can no longer raise funds directly through
easyfundraising.org.uk when shopping at Amazon but
instead will be redirected to Amazon Smile where
you can select Moor Pool Heritage Trust as the
charity you wish to support. The direct link is
https://smile.amazon.co.uk/ch/1148252-0
If you then log in through smile.amazon.co.uk rather
than amazon.co.uk you will be automatically linked
to the charity you wish to support and 0.5% of any
purchases will be donated to the Trust.
You can, of course, continue to use easyfundraising
with other retailers. Our continuing thanks to those
helping to raise funds for the Trust in this way.

In the hope of better and brighter times ahead.
Stay optimistic.
John
Editor’s note: Unfortunately, Sarah’s article that John references was not available at the time of publication. The rumour that it is
lodged in the Suez Canal is clearly an exaggeration. However, if you point your browsers to www.fixmystreet.com you’ll get the
general idea. Whether this proves to be an effective reporting mechanism or simply a deniable firewall between the taxpayer and
Birmingham City Council remains to be seen.

Sudoku
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History Corner
Dotted around the Estate you might spot the occasional
example of the wartime Anderson Shelter. It was the
Home Secretary Sir John Anderson who devised a plan
that a simple shelter could be constructed with the use
of six curved corrugated steel panels with five flat
corrugated panels that could be assembled easily by the
home handyman in the backyard of any home. First, a
shallow square hole had to be dug in the ground. This
usually measured about ten feet by four feet. Then you
erected the six sides bolting them together, the curved
ends forming the roof of the shelter. Then the rear
section was put into place followed by the front in
similar fashion except for an entrance. Some built a
raised flooring system inside so that any water or
seepage that got in would be below the floor. Usually
two beds were placed on either side and a small table
was placed between the beds with perhaps some small
cupboards or bookshelves. Users had to take into
consideration that as you might possibly be down the
shelter every night so it was wise stock up with nonperishable foodstuffs, a canister of water and a supply
of boxed games, books etc. to help pass the time
particularly if there were children.

The sheets of corrugated iron formed a shell 6 feet high,
4½ feet wide and 6½ feet long. It was buried to a depth of
4 feet and then like the one in our garden covered with
soil. Ours had a concrete base and doubtless one day
someone will find it under our terrace. The Anderson
shelter was issued free to all earning less than £250 a year
and at a charge of £7 for those with higher incomes.
Eventually 2,250,000 were erected. Only those with
gardens could benefit from the provision of an Anderson
shelter and that was less than 25 per cent of the
population.
At the outbreak of war, many people were glad to have
them but when the weather deteriorated, they became less
enthusiastic. The thought of turning out from a warm bed
into a cold, wet shelter was not an inviting one.
The parts of an Anderson shelter donated to the Trust
reside at the Builders Yard and perhaps one day will be
rebuilt as an example.
Rob Sutton
www.moorpoolgardensuburb.co.uk

ENTERPRISE WINDOW CLEANING SERVICES
LOCAL FAMILY BUSINESS CLEANING WINDOWS ON THE
MOORPOOL ESTATE FOR OVER 20 YEARS


Internal & External, Velux and difficult windows



Gutters cleaned



UPVC cleaned



Conservatory roofs



Patios, driveways and decking cleaned



Fully insured

Contact details:
Steve Brain
9 West Pathway
Harborne
Tel: 07961163305 / 0121 247 6696
email: stephen.brain63@sky.com
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April

1

C R O S S W O R D
by

Across

Become sick after church. A cold perhaps (5)

4)

Goes round when using the right nuts (5)

3

4

7

Artemonas

1)

2

6

8

9

10

11

12

13
15

10) The right one in bed on a royal head? (7)
11) It turns back without much light when nervous
(5)

5

17

14

16

18

19

21

22

20

23

24

12) The Royal Engineers are not here (5)
25

13) Shorten a card game (7)

26

27

28

15) A part of petroleum production (4)
17) Grown badly is incorrect (5)

29

30

19) Manage return before he finds time (5)
22) Fire becomes widespread (4)

31

32

25) He'd run amok and died this century (7)
27) Left on it, he becomes supple (5)
29) Taught how to keep poles apart (5)

18) Neglected and given a briefing (3-4)

30) Very old canine, bizarrely beginning to talk (7)

20) A pencil drawing of a bird (7)

31) Buried as a terrible end in ancient city (5)

21) Box from Manchester (5)

32) Join then untie oddly (5)

23) Most ladies think its perfect (5)

Down

24) Unimportant small change? (5)

2)

First harness or reins stop energetic animal (5)

26) Odd. There's no way to the mountains (5)

3)

Light rental review before November (7)

28) Stealing the newspaper (5)

5)

Barry must stay away from dairy product, say (5)

6)

CID man with nothing moves from place to place (7)

7)

Sharp reduction in emergency part of hospital (5)

8)

Take loose slate (5)

9)

A snake more angry when beheaded (5)

Sudoku: page 10. Puzzle solutions: page 8.

He who hesitates. Who is ‘vaccine hesitant’? 9% of all
adults, according to the ONS. It is slightly higher among
women, at 10%. 17% of 16- to 29-year-olds, falling to 1% of
the over-70s. 44% of people who are black or black British.
16% of parents with young children. 7% of people in the least
deprived areas. 16% in the most deprived areas.

14) Worker, loud to complain (4)
16) Tyrant in progress (4)

Membership of Moor Pool Residents’ Association
I/We wish to join the Moor Pool Residents’ Association

Name
Address
Postcode

Phone

e-mail
The annual subscription of £5 per household can be paid by cash or cheque (payable to Moor Pool Residents' Association) delivered to
the membership secretary, Maureen Mauser at 56 Carless Avenue together with this form. You can also pay by standing order (form
downloadable from www.moorpool.com) or through online banking to: Moor Pool Residents' Association, sort code 30-19-14, account
number 03808193. Please also return this slip for our records. All personal data is held in compliance with GDPR.
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Reference if paying by
electronic transfer:

duck@moorpool.com

